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2000-2017
Bestsellers without borders!
Out of 397 books published
72% (286 titles) made it on to the bestseller list

56% of all titles excluding translations 
(222 titles) have been widely sold abroad

Christian JACQ

27 Million copies in the world

Translated in  29 countries

 

Emmanuel MACRON

200.000 copies sold in France

Translated in  20 countries

Niicolas Beuglet Laurent Decaux Mireille Calmel José Frèches Max Gallo
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Bernard MINIER

2 Million copies in France

Translated in  19 countries

Guillaume MUSSO

30 Million copies in the world

Translated in  40 countries

Average print-run: 70,000 copies 10 times larger 
than the average print-run for French trade 
publishing

The brand XO is a reference for readers of 
commercial fiction and mass-market non-fiction

Max Gallo Virginie Jouannet Anne Plichota 
 & Cendrine Wolf

Nicolas Vanier Gonzague  
Saint Bris
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“to regain hope, we need to confront the reality of our world.

some believe that our country is in decline, that the worst is yet to come, 
that our civilization is withering away. that only isolation or civil strife 
are on our horizon. that to protect ourselves from the great transformations 
taking place around the globe, we should go back in time and apply the recipes 
of the last century. […]

i am convinced that they are all wrong. it is their models, their recipes, 
that have simply failed. France as a whole has not failed. 

i am convinced that our country has the strength, the resilience, and the desire 
to progress. its history and its people make this possible.”

In Revolution, Emmanuel Macron reveals his 
personal history and his inspirations, and 
discusses his vision of France and its future 
in a new world that is undergoing a ‘great 
transformation’. This is a remarkable book 
that seeks to lay the foundations for a 
new society — a compelling testimony and 
statement of values by a political leader 
who has become the flag-bearer for a new 
kind of politics.

 
NON FICTION 

Emmanuel Macron
Revolution (Révolution)

NOveMBeR 24,2016
270 p.
eNGLISH 
TRANSLATION 
AvAILABLe

200,000 COPIES 
SOLD IN FRANCE

EMMANUEL MACRON’S  BESTSELLING ESSAY REVOLUTION
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“Emmanuel Macron has stood up for liberal values. He put forward 
a vision for the important role that France plays in Europe and 
around the world, and he is committed to a better future for the 
French people. He appeals to people’s hopes and not their fears.” 
BARACK OBAMA 

TRANSLATED IN  20 COUNTRIES

Brazil / Grupo editorial 
Record / Bestseller

Bulgaria / sluntse

china / Hachette phoenix 

Denmark / informations 
Forlag 

Germany / Morstadt Verlag 

Greece / psichogios

india / Harpercollins

italy / La nave di teseo

Japan / poplar publishing 

korea / kwangmoonkag 
publishing

Lebanon (Arabic worldwide) / 
All prints publishers 

netherlands / Xander 
Uitgevers

poland / poznanskie

Romania / trei 

spain / Malpaso / Lince 
ediciones

Us & Uk & AUs & nZ scribe 
publishing 

Vietnam / First news 
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FeBRuARy 23, 2017
528 p.

 
THRILLER

Night (Nuit)
SeRvAZ’S MuCH AWAITed COMeBACK

it is a stormy night on the north sea. shaken around by 
violent winds, the helicopter lets kirsten nigaard off 
on an oil rig. the norwegian inspector is investigating 
the murder of a technician on the off-shore platform.

A man is missing. While going through his cabin, 
kirsten discovers a series of photos. A few days later 
she finds herself in the office of Martin servaz.

the missing man is named Julian Hirtmann, the cunning 
and illusive killer that the police have been pursuing 
for years. oddly, Martin servaz appears in several of 
his photos. Followed, spied upon.

kirsten then hands him another photo. of a child. on 
the back a name is written: GUstAV. 

For kirsten and Martin a terrifying journey begins. 
With, at the end of the night, the most fearsome of 
enemies.

“THE THRILLER THAT WILL KEEP YOU AWAKE.” - 
RTL

BERnARd MiniER was born in Béziers and
grew up in southwestern France. He now
lives near Paris and writes full-time.
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“A terrifying journey, deep into the night, masterfully crafted.”  
FRAnCE inFO

“There are fewer corpses in this novel, but no less suspense. 
The past reemerges on each page and the last one leaves us on 
an insane cliffhanger.”  EllE
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Visit Bernard Minier on Facebook www.facebook.com/bernard.minier and on http://www.bernard-minier.com/

150,000 COPIES 
SOLD IN FRANCE

skip to content
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Czech Republic: XYZ

Denmark: Lindhart & Ringhof

Germany: Droemer-knaur

Hungary: Gabo

Italy: La nave di teseo

Japan: Harper collins Japan

Korea: Balgunsesang

Latvia: Zvaigzne ABc

Netherlands: Xander

Norway: Aschehoug

Poland: Rebis

Russia: eksmo

Slovakia: XYZ

Spain: salamandra

UK: Hodder

US: st. Martin’s press

Turkey: pegasus

Vietnam: innovative publishing & Media

RIGhTS SOLD IN 19 COUNTRIES

korea

italy UkDenmark

Germany polandnetherlands

Visit Bernard Minier on Facebook www.facebook.com/bernard.minier and on http://www.bernard-minier.com/

5 NOVELS 

2 MILLION COPIES SOLD IN FRANCE 

TV-SERIES ON NETFLIX 

OCTOBER 2017

Iced
Full EnglisH TRAnslATiOn AvAilABlE

In the Pyrenees, the 
body of a headless horse 
is found with traces of 
DNA belonging to the 
infamously dangerous 
serial killer, currently 
locked away in a 
neighboring psychiatric 
hospital. A few days later, 
the first human victim is 
found.

The Circle
Full EnglisH TRAnslATiOn AvAilABlE

A surprise phone 
call from the past, a 
mysterious email, both 
signs that the most 
twisted of all serial killers 
may be back…

Don’t Turn out 
the light
Full EnglisH TRAnslATiOn AvAilABlE

What happens when 
someone takes control 
of your life and your 
relationships? And what 
is hiding in the darkness?
Don’t turn out the lights…
and if you do, prepare for 
the worst!

A Hell of Story
Temporarily abandoning 
the commander Martin 
Servaz, Bernard Minier 
delves into a universe 
where danger is not 
where we think and 
intimacy is an illusion…he 
brilliantly tells us a dark 
and tension filled story… 
A Hell of a Story.

skip to content
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“

T h e  d i sc ove r y 
of  a  g reatl y  
ta l en te d  w r i te r

puBLISHed 
SepTeMBeR 8, 2016
491 p.
pARTIAL eNGLISH 
TRANSLATION 
AvAILABLe

“ This thriller is one of the best of the season.  
Addictive !” FEMME ACTuEllE

 
THRILLER

A fascinating thriller 
of rare complexity, 
inspired by real 
discoveries and events, 
that addresses the 
folly of man and the 
danger of misguided 
science transformed 
into a lethal weapon.

Nicolas Beuglet 
The Scream
(Le Cri)

”
BESTSELLER: 

50,000 COPIES 
SOLD IN FRANCE

skip to content



Every page of the story raises the question 
of the meaning of existence and plunges us 
into our innermost fears

psychiatric Hospital in Gaustad, oslo. At 
dawn after a night of bitter cold, the 
body of a patient is found strangled to 
death in his cell, his mouth open in a 
silent scream. Rushed to the scene, the 
disconcerting inspector sarah Geringen 
immediately senses that this case will be 
unlike any other…

the mysteries pile up: why does the victim 
have a scar in the form of the number 488 on 
his forehead? What do the indecipherable 
drawings on the walls of his cell signify? 
Why does the hospital staff seem so 
uncomfortable with the identity of this 
man who had been interned in the Gaustad 
Hospital for over thirty years?

For sarah it is the beginning of a 
terrifying investigation that will send 
her from London to Ascension island, from 
the mines of Minnesota to the heights of 
ancient nice.

subjected to a relentless countdown, sara’s 
destiny will be linked to that of a French 
investigative journalist, christopher, and 
she will discover, while digging up ciA 
records, a staggering truth about one of 
the questions that haunts each and every 
one of us: life after death…

The response, buried in top secret 
laboratories, might just be more 
frightening than the question!

Nicolas Beuglet   
is 42-year-old. After fifteen years 
at the channel M6, he decided 
to consecrate his time to writing 
screenplays and novels. He lives in 
Boulogne-Billancourt with his wife 
and two daughters. The scream’ is 
his second novel.
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“ This thriller is one of the best of the season.  
Addictive !” FEMME ACTuEllE

T h e  S c r e a m

”
Bulgaria: enthusiast

 Czech Rep.: XYZ

Poland: sonia Draga

Russia: centrpoligraph

Slovakia: Albatros Media

INTERNATIONAL TV-SERIES 

RIGHTS SOLD

RIGhTS SOLD IN 
5 COUNTRIES
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Guillaume Musso 
An Apartment in paris 
(Un appartement à Paris)

ART IS A LIE ThAT TELLS ThE TRUTh…

A MAN, A WOMAN, A SECRET… A MYSTERIOUS 
APARTMENT IN THE HEART OF PARIS…

paris, an artist’s workshop hidden at the end of a lush 
green alleyway. Madeline has rented it to allow herself 
some rest and isolation. Due to a misunderstanding the 
young cop from London sees Gaspard, a misanthropic 
author who has come from the United states to 
write in solitude, arrive on her doorstep. 
these two hyper-sensitive souls are 
forced to cohabitate for a few 
days. the workshop was once owned 
by the famous painter sean Lorenz 
and still exudes his passion for 
colors and light. overcome by the 
assassination of his young son, 
Lorenz had died the year before 
their arrival and had left behind 
three paintings, which have since 
disappeared. Fascinated by his 
genius and intrigued by his fatal 
destiny, Madeline and Gaspard decide 
to join forces in order to recover these 
supposedly extraordinary paintings.

But to uncover the real secret of sean Lorenz they 
will first have to face their own demons in a tragic 
investigation that will change them forever.

An addictive and captivating thriller carried by 
profoundly human characters. A vertiginous jump into 
the mysterious world of creation.

guillaume musso  
is a phenomenon. Through his 
fourteen novels, translated the world 
over, this 43-year-old has conquered 
the hearts of millions of readers, and 
has imposed an original style, where 
suspense and emotion are closely 
woven together.
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THRILLER

ALREADy  
700,000  

COPIES SOLD 
IN FRANCE! 

puBLISHed 
MARCH 30, 2017

484 p.

“A total triumph. A book of maturity and audacity.” RTl

“A fast paced-intrigue that keeps you turning the pages until the end.” 
FRAnCE 5

“Addictive.” MARiE ClAiRE

“His most intoxicating novel. [...] An intense, diabolical thriller that strings 
you along so as to better unnerve you. [...] psychologically mastered 
characters, multi-level intrigue and unbearable suspense.” TERRAFEMinA

skip to content



Albania Bota 
Bosnia-Herzegovina Herzegovina Izdavaštvo

Brazil verus 
Bulgaria Itzok Zapad 
China Hachette phoenix 

Croatia Fokus 
Czech Republic Motto Albatros 

denmark Lindhart & Ringhof
estonia ersen

Germany pendo 
Georgia palitra L
Greece Kastaniotis 
Hungary park Kiado

Indonesia penerbit Haru
Italy La Nave di Teseo

Israel Kinneret 
Japan Shueisha 
Korea Balgungsesang 
Latvia Zvaigzne ABC 
Lebanon Sama 

Lithuania Baltos Iankos 
Macedonia Toper
Montenegro Nova Knjiga 
Netherlands A.W. Bruna 

Norway pantagruel 
poland Albatros 
portugal planeta portugal
Romania Allfa 
Russia eksmo 
Serbia vulkan 

Slovakia Albatros Media 
Spain penguin Random House

Slovenia desk 
Sweden damm Forlag
Taiwan Crown 
Thailand Amarin 
Turkey Koridor 

uK Gallic 
ukraine Hemiro
vietnam Nha Nam

14 BESTSELLERS IN 14 YEARS!

30 Million copies  
sold worldwide

“A little mysterious, a lot romantic and plenty entertaining.” COsMOPOliTAn (uK)

“The roads to suspense are endless. And surprising… Central Park is a face-paced psychological thriller full of twists.”  
l’EsPREssO (italy)

“We put the pieces together to discover another mystery. One thrilling story leads to another.”  sisA nEWs People (Korea)

Praise for Guillaume Musso in France and abroad!

Sold in 40 languages!

ON THE  
TOP 10 BEST-
SELLER LIST 
IN GERMANy 
FOR 11 WEEkS 
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Nicolas Vanier

The School of Life
(L’école buissonnière)

ThE NEW hEARTWARMING STORY  
BY NICOLAS VANIER

 
Dear Daddy,

i sleep well here and i’m eating 

like a little farm boy, although 

not the rabbits because they’re 

too sweet.  i’ve planted leeks, 

potatoes and artichokes and it’s 

me that collects the eggs from 

right under the hens!  Before 

supper, célestine says grace to 

thank God for protecting us.  

Have you ridden on a camel?  Mr 

Borel, the gamekeeper, watches 

over the forest and he looks 

after the pack of forty dogs at 

the château! i have to learn to 

feed them and also to sleep with 

a window open at night “for my 

circulation”.  célestine says 

you won’t recognise me when you 

come to get me because i’ll be 

so strong and healthy but you 

know i am still your son and i am 

thinking of you.  

With all my love

paul 

puBLISHed 
MAy 11, 2017
418 p.
pARTIAL eNGLISH 
TRANSLATION 
AvAILABLe

 
Novel

‘

’
Nicolas VaNier
When he is not off exploring 
the Arctic, nicolas vanier lives 
in the loire valley with his wife 
and two children. He is the 
author of many travel books 
and adventure novels. His six 
previous books published by XO 
have all been bestsellers.
Copyright photo : nicolas vanier 
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LET yOURSELF BE ENCHANTED  
By THIS GENUINE ODE  
TO NATURE & COMING-OF-AGE NOVEL

paul, 11 years old, had only known one and the same horizon: the 
austere buildings in the working class parisian suburbs, where he 
lives with his father, Jean. By the beginning of June, Jean learns 
that the Railway company he works for is sending him in Algeria for 
four months. 

Unwillingly, he has to leave his son in France and the only 
conceivable solution is to entrust paul to a joyful country lady, 
célestine, and her husband Borel, the rather strict gamekeeper of 
a vast domain in sologne. célestine is not just anybody: she was 
the nanny who took care years ago of paul’s mother, Mathilde. But 
this should be a secret to be kept carefully…

the city kid, rebellious and stubborn, arrives in this mysterious 
world, that of a sovereign and wild region. the immense forest, the 
ponds, the crops, everything here belongs to count de la Fresnaye, 
a taciturn widower who lives alone in his mansion. the count 
tolerates poachers on the domain but Borel relentlessly tracks the 
cleverest one of them, who goes by the name of totoche, without 
ever catching him red-handed.

in the heart of sologne, with the notorious poacher totoche, paul 
will learn about life, nature and its secrets and will learn how to 
catch fish, hunt game, and gather mushrooms, plants…

But paul hasn’t come into this unknown universe by chance…

• A MOVING STORY OF SELF-DISCOVERY
• AN UNIQUE VIEW ON RELATIONSHIPS 
BETWEEN HUMAN & NATURE

MOVIE RIGHTS SOLD IN 12 COUNTRIES :
CHINA, GERMANy, GREECE, GULF 
COUNTRIES, ISRAEL, PORTUGAL, JAPAN, 
MALAySIA, PHILIPPINES, TAIWAN, 
THAILAND, EX-yOUGOSLAVIA

BESTSELLER : 
70,000 COPIES 

SOLD IN FRANCE
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WHO REALLy RULES THE WORLD? MODERN TECHNOLOGy OR HUMANkIND

Christian Jacq
Total urgency 
(Urgence absolue)

ThE NEW OUTSTANDING ThRILLER  
BY ChRISTIAN JACQ
the Machine rules over the entire world. created by 
humans, it now controls them in all domains.

Who oversees it? no one.
it is self-sustaining, diminishing all areas of freedom 
in the name of progress.
the vicious spiral of artificial intelligence. 
only a handful of alchemists, heirs to the wisdom of 
the ancients of egypt, have dared to challenge it. 
they are nine. nine representative of a mysterious 
brotherhood, nine keepers of the secret of life. 
the Machine eliminated them one by one.
All, except one: John patmos, the guardian of a temple 
lost in an egyptian oasis who, under threat, had run 
away.
the last soldier of an army reduced to himself.
patmos is the only one, with his shamanic powers, who 
may triumph over the Machine
For the scottish journalist Bruce Reuchlin there is a 
total urgency: find he who embodies the last hope for 
humanity.

FROM SIBERIA TO NEW YORK, A TERRIFYING RACE 
AGAINST THE CLOCK.

AN EXPLOSIVE AND CONTEMPORARY THRILLER

it is worldwide, it shakes up the economy and society, encompasses all ideologies 
and structures a global government that operates on its own, without anyone – or 
almost anyone – taking a stand against it.
Artificial intelligence is neither mere progress nor evolution, but rather a 
radical transformation, and undoubtedly definitive, that generates a virtual world 
before our very eyes, populated by tamed individuals who, by will or by force, will 
themselves become artificial.
today there is no subject more important and more underestimated than this one. 
And yet all humans are concerned. My pen is the only arm i have to contribute  
to the struggle against this ruthless Machine that humans created and which 
might well reduce them, if they don’t find the wisdom of the Ancients, to the 
state of slaves.
this novel is that of a total Urgency.
              christian Jacq 

 

puBLISHed 
OCTOBeR 11, 2017
418 p.

 
Thriller

CHRISTIAN 
JACQ’S NOVELS 

SOLD 27 MILLION 
COPIES WORLDWIDE & 

HAVE BEEN TRANSLATED 
INTO 29 LANGUAGES

‘ ’skip to content



Christian Jacq
Sphinx

AN ExpLOSIVE ThRILLER ABOUT 
ThE DEVIATIONS OF CURRENT TEChNOLOGY.

ThE STORY OF ThE hEIRS  
OF ANCIENT EGYpT, ThE LAST OppONENTS  
TO ThE FOLLY OF MANkIND.

they are nine.

nine representatives of a mysterious brotherhood, 
sphinx.

nine keepers of the secret of life, spread out 
around the world.

nine sentenced to death by the new masters of 
technology who believe that money rules and whose 
goal is spine-chilling: the definitive takeover 
of the human brain by machines.

From new York these masters have begun a 
relentless search in order to eliminate, 
one by one, the members of the sphinx.

However, they haven’t considered 
the determination of a scottish 
journalist, Bruce Reuchlin, an 
arduous investigator, ready to risk 
all to uncover their diabolical 
plan.

Bruce, however, puts his life in 
danger with each step. the deeper he 
delves into his investigation, the more 
the question of who really governs our world 
terrifies him. 

Progressively the reader discovers, 
petrified, who really rules our world.
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puBLISHed 
OCTOBeR 13, 2016
pARTIAL eNGLISH 
TRANSLATION 
AvAILABLe
396 p.

 
THRILLER

christiaN Jacq
became  a world-wide success 
with his Champollion and Ramses 
series.  His novels sparked an 
unprecedented mass-market 
passion for ancient Egypt that 
remains active to this day.  ’

60,000 COPIES 
SOLD IN FRANCE

skip to content
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T h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  o f  I n s p e c t o r  H i g g i n s

“This book reads like a great Agatha Christie novel and we are 
impatiently awaiting to discover the next adventures of this 
inspector from scotland Yard who takes as much after Hercule 
Poirot as he does inspector Colombo.”   
lE dAuPHiné liBéRé

Christian JACQ 

Cleopatra’s Needle
(L’Aiguille de Cléopâtre)

puBLISHed 
NOveMBeR 9, 2017
272 p.

Cozy crime 
series

In addition to his fantastic 
novels about ancient Egypt, 
Christian Jacq is also the 
author of a cult series, The 
Investigations of Inspector 
Higgins, which has captivated 
thousands of readers. 

In this new novel, Inspector 
Higgins, a worthy heir to 
Sherlock Holmes and Hercule 
Poirot finds himself faced with 
a new crime that will get him 
far in the past to Cleopatra’s 
time!

http://www.inspecteurhiggins.com/skip to content
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> 4 TITLES PER yEAR 
  
> 26 TITLES ALREADy 
PUBLISHED

 
 
 

AbOUT CHRISTIAN JACQ’S 
WORkS:
> SOLD IN 29 LANGUAGES
> MORE THAN 27 MILLION 
COPIES SOLD!

T h e  i n v e s t i g a t i o n s  o f  I n s p e c t o r  H i g g i n s

400,000 
COPIES SOLD OF 

THE SERIES

on a foggy night in october a drunken bum 

stumbles upon two cadavers at the foot of 

cleopatra’s needle. could the egyptian 

obelisk that was transported to London in 

1877 be the cause of these murders? could it 

conceal a mortal secret that its victims were 

on the brink of discovering?

Among the suspects: a beautiful millionaire, 

a makeup artist in vogue, an exceptional 

glove maker.

Higgins will have to keep his cool in the 

presence of these strong-willed women. And 

dig deep into the past to resolve this new 

enigma.

Known worldwide for his novels 
about Ancient Egypt, Christian 
JACQ invites us to discover the 
passionate investigations of an 
unusual Inspector from Scotland 
Yard.

ABOuT INSpeCTOR HIGGINS…
While seeming to enjoy a quiet retirement in his comfortable home 
full of souvenirs from the East, the ex-Chief Inspector finds himself 
regularly torn from his roses and readings of eminent authors in order 
to help Scotland Yard resolve particularly sensitive cases.

The only Englishman who hates tea, a stocky food lover with a salt and 
pepper mustache, he is a formidable auditor who knows how to scrutinize 
the darkest corners of the human soul and extract information from the 
tiniest of clues. 

http://www.inspecteurhiggins.com/ skip to content
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Virginie JOUANNET
On the run (Cavale)

ThE LITERARY REVELATION OF 2017 

“it must be long past midnight. the neighbours 
must have woken up, they’d have to be deaf not to 
hear the coming and going in the staircase, the 
relentless flashing of the emergency lights. A bad 
dream. she might well try to fight it, but the 
feeling of delusion has paralysed her. Breathe. it 
will come back. Breathe…“

Jeanne has forgotten two hours of her life.
two hours during which her companion was stabbed.
When the police arrives, she only remembers having 
woken up at his side, in a pool of blood.
Before that, nothing.
she must get her memory back.
Quickly.
When she begins receiving anonymous phone calls, she 
has no choice. she flees to the other side of France in 
hopes of regaining her memory. 
At the singe, a small hotel in an Atlantic seaside 
resort, where she finds refuge, she meets an array 
of shady yet rather benevolent individuals, however 
she continues to feel as if she is being watched. Who 
can she trust? there is the shrink she sees to help 
her remember, or emil the norwegian night watchman 
who seems interested in her... but another death is 
haunting her that she refuses to evoke and it eats at 
her to the point of madness... and what if she is truly 
guilty? 
on the run, she will have to untangle the threads of 
her past and confront a childhood guilt that has never 
ceased gnawing away at her.
Among strange settings – an oppressive and grey town in 
the north, a quaint old-fashioned hotel on the Atlantic 
coast, a luminous lake – here is the intertwined story 
of a man and a woman beset by doubt, fear and ghosts 
from the past.

Virginie Jouannet pulls us into a frenzy: a 
dramatic escape, on the border of madness 
that reveals, in a splendid manner, the 
cruel power of the secrets of guilt. A woman 
spied upon and stalked, and victim of her 
own nightmares. 

 

puBLISHed 
JANuARy, 2017
418 p.
pARTIAL eNGLISH 
TRANSLATION 
AvAILABLe

 
LITERARy FICTION 

VirgiNie JouaNNet
 is an author of short stories, 
narratives, testimonies, plays 
and poems. she received the 
Prométhée Prize for her short 
story Men are Tom Thumbs in 
2000. 
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A NOVEL THAT CONVEyS, IN A LUMINOUS LANGUAGE,  
THE CRUEL POWER OF SECRETS.

skip to content



Max Gallo of the Académie Française

victor Hugo

A MASTERLY BIOGRAphY

Victor Hugo is a great, immense writer. the entire 
world knows him. But what do we know of the man, the 
spouse, the lover? And firstly of the child, torn 
between his father the soldier and his mother in 
Vendee, who tore each other apart to gain custody of 
their three children.

At twelve years of age Victor wrote his first poems, 
at fourteen he wants « to be chateaubriand or nothing 
», at eighteen he had already been celebrated by 
the Académie Française and his political outrage had 
already begun to foretell his future!

He will take part in all combats, condemning the misery 
of the people, fighting against the death penalty, 
against injustice, visiting jails, penal colonies…

During the coup d’état of December 2, 1851 he climbs 
up on the barricades. threatened with death, he has 
to flee, initially to Belgium and then to Jersey and 
Guernsey, where he puts his family life back together 
with, at his side, his faithful mistress Juliette who 
tirelessly recopies his manuscripts.

Year after year Victor Hugo unravels the 
intimate life of the poet & writer, so 
closely linked to the life of France, with 
considerable extracts from a work that will 
become eminent.
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max gallo has always been at the forefront of his career as a novelist, essay 
writer and historian. With a degree in History, a Phd in literature, and having taught 
for a long time, he is the author of many novels and biographies. He became a member of the Académie Française in 2007. Among 
his publications with XO are: the series on the 2ww, as well as the biographies of victor Hugo, Julius Caesar and louis Xiv which 
have been hugely successful.

sadly Max gallo left us on the 18th July 2017.  “Max will remain the great writer of the French History. He depicted the great 
moments in French History and above all the men who made it. He had a passion for writing. Max passed away, but he left us a 
monumental work that will revive him every time a reader will turn the pages of one of his great books.”

puBLISHed SepTeMBeR 
21, 2017
816 p.

THE HISTORIAN WHO 
SOLD MORE THAN 
3 MILLION COPIES!

 
Historical Biography

A FASCINATING PORTRAIT OF VICTOR HUGO.
ALONG WITH NAPOLÉON, DE GAULLE AND FRENCH REVOLUTION, 

VICTOR HUGO IS ONE OF THE MAJOR WORkS By MAX GALLO.
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José Frèches

Father david  
& The empress  
& The panda
(Le Père David, l’Impératrice  
et le Panda)

LET YOURSELF EMBARkED ON ThE INCREDIBLE 
STORY OF ThE GIANT pANDA

“You all know it, with its splendid black and white 
attire, its good-natured aura, its insatiable appetite 
and its funny way of walking… the panda! the children’s 
friend and the symbol of nature conservation.

What you may not know however, is that a French 
missionary, Father Armand David, in 1869, is at the 
origin of its discovery. Without him, the panda would 
have been decimated by hunting and deforestation.

taking inspiration from this true story i invite you to 
follow me all the way to the forests of sichuan, the 
giant panda’s territory, to travel up the Blue River, 
to explore the fabulous Forbidden city and mysterious 
shanghai, in the footsteps of my hero, Father David 
etcheparre, to meet the empress cixi and Fleur de sang, 
a young lady enamored with pandas.

together we will discover a china even more enigmatic 
than ever, subjected to assaults, plagued by opium and 
yet unsinkable… but also this magnificent animal, which 
was made one of the main ambassadors of the country.”

José Frèches

puBLISHed 
OCTOBeR, 2017
415 p.
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‘
’José Frèches

Born in 1950, José Frèches is the 
author of several highly successful 
series: The legend of the Jade, The 
Empress of silk, and The Empire of 
Tears have sold more than a million 
copies and been widely translated. 
His romanticized biography of 
Buddha, also managed to seduce a 
wide audience (more than 120,000 
copies sold in France and translated 
into 11 languages). 

M
ED

IA “in the writings of José Frèches [...],  
there is simplicity, historical fiction  
with high quality writing.”    
iCE-MATin 
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Laurent Decaux
The Lord of Charny   
(Le Seigneur de Charny)

A MASTERpIECE OF SWORD-AND-CApE NOVEL

champagne, 1382. When, after six years of crusade, 
Jacques de charney finally returns to his land, he 
is astonished to discover an enormous crowd huddled 
in front of the castle church.

pilgrims are flocking from all over europe to pray 
before the extraordinary relic that his family 
holds: the Holy shroud of turin, upon which christ’s 
martyred corpse can been seen. in order to save the 
domain from financial ruin Jacques’ mother Jeanne 
had decided to publicly display this relic that had 
been hidden from the eyes of the world for decades.

While he had hoped to be welcomed with open arms, 
Jacques is greeted with defiance and hostility from 
everyone. His own mother blames the downfall of the 
seigneury on his travels to the Far east. pierre 
d’Arcis, the coldhearted bishop of troyes, wants to 
forbid the exhibition of the sacred shroud. even his 
intended, the ravishing Helen, has wed an old man…
only his two childhood friends, Miles the exuberant 
count of Brienne and Arnaut, the fiery knight of 
Jaucourt, seem happy about his return.

And then a young lord and his suite arrive in 
champagne to admire the holy relic. For Jacques this 
unexpected visit will prove providential…

With The Lord of Charny, Laurent Decaux 
gives us a great adventure novel in which 
passion, audacity and friendship triumph 
over death and dishonor.

puBLISHed 
SepTeMBeR 7, 2017
418 p.
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S A great adventure novel (…), somewhere  
between The Three Musketeers and  
game of Thrones (…). A little gem.”  
FRAnCE BlEu 

“A historical adventure that is superbly  
documented and set.”  
Télé Z

laureNt Decaux
lives in Paris. The lord of 
Charny is his first novel.
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Mireille Calmel
The venitian Lionesses 
volume 1
(Les lionnes de Venise – Tome 1)

IN ThE TRADITION OF ThE GREAT 
SWAShBUCkLING NOVELS BY ThE AUThOR 
OF ThE BALL OF WOLVES, ThIS NEW SAGA 
IMMERSES US IN ThE GREATEST  
OF RENAISSANCE INTRIGUES, FROM VENICE 
TO ThE MEDICI COURT.

Venice, April 1627. 

When three masked men arrive to kidnap her 
father, a printer, the young Lucia barely escapes 
a gunshot.

What do they want from Don carlo, her father? 
Lucia is not one to give in.

Are they hiding the truth? she will track him 
down, taking any risk to find him.

she can only count on two allies: an old weapons 
master and a sublime courtesan, isabella, whose 
birth secret is linked to hers. Lucia, however, 
will quickly discover that some pasts should 
never be uncovered.

The beginning of a haunting story 
of two women who join forces 
to discover a provocative 
secret linked to a mysterious 
engraving…

“A sensual, elegant and divinely well-written book.” 
FEMME ACTuEllEM

ED
IA

puBLISHed 
MAy 18, 2017
352 p.

 
HISTORICAL NOVEL 

mireille calmel
Born in 1964, has been writing 
since the age of eight. like many 
authors, her writing career started 
discreetly, with songs, short stories, 
plays. Then, she took several years 
to write her first novel, Eleanor’s 
Bed (XO, 2002), the success of 
which was like a fairytale come 
true for Mireille. she has published 
a total of 9 novels with XO, all 
of which have been best-sellers. 
Mireille lives in the Aquitaine region 
with her husband and two children.
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• 3 MILLION 
COPIES SOLD! 
• SOLD IN 14 
LANGUAGES!

ON MIREILLE CALMEL’S PREVIOUS works:

skip to content



Gonzague Saint Bris
undress French History   
(Déshabillons l’Histoire 
de France)

“FRANCE IS STILL ThE COUNTRY IN ThE WORLD 
WhERE SENSUALITY REIGNS, ThE NATION ThAT 
IS ThE MOST DEVOTED TO ThE pLEASURE OF 
LOVING!” Gonzague Saint Bris

the French preserve the nostalgia of the famous loves 
that marked and influenced their history. the political 
decisions that were influenced by love, passion and 
desire were countless. Gonzague saint Bris brings 
these red-hot and sultry adventures back to life, as 
they are inseparable from our national story.

nobody has forgotten the insatiable charlemagne, Henry 
iV the Green Gallant, François i the giant lover, Louis 
XiV the sovereign seducer, Louis XV the erotomaniac, 
or Felix Faure, president of the Republic who died in 
the elysée palace in his mistress’s arms.

From the craziness of the Gallic period to the 
erraticism of libertinism, the author disrobes French 
history. stylishly written, he delivers us a book to 
be opened like a box of a thousand secrets, in the 
image of Gustave Flaubert’s revelation: “each of us 
has a royal chamber in our hearts; i have put walls 
around it, but it has not been destroyed.”

With truculence, but also extreme historic rigour, the 
flamboyant writer shows us that power and sex go hand in 
hand. He takes a fresh look at these dangerous liaisons 
that have been woven into the tapestry of time.

AN UNTOLD AND PASSIONATE PORTRAIT OF THE 
FRENCH WAY OF LIFE

puBLISHed 
MARCH 2, 2017
308 p.

 
HISTORICAL ESSAy /  

NON-FICTION 

goNzague saiNt Bris is a 
writer, an historian and a journalist. He 
is the author of fifty books, including 
twenty biographies. He was awarded in 
2002 with the Prix interallié for his novel 
The Old Folks of Brighton (les vieillards 
de Brighton).

40,000  
COPIES SOLD 

IN FRANCE
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ANNE PLICHOTA & CENDRINE WOLF 

(Les 5/5)

ThE MODERN ROBIN hOODS 

FIVE TEENAGERS ALL FANS OF SkATEBOARDING 
AND ROLLERBLADING REUNITED AGAINST 
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL INJUSTICES 

Far is 16 years old, she is a gifted young woman 
torn between two cultures.

Merlin and Titus, twins, have dropped out of school. 
they are 17 and instability is part of their everyday 
life.

Tom, 13 years old, acrobat, solitary and rebellious, 
lacks for nothing except his father’s esteem.

And finally John, the youngest at 12 years of age, 
is a boy born into a girl’s body, pampered by his 
parents but misunderstood by the rest of the world.

they all have something to prove, a wound to heal. 
they will come together thanks their shared passion, 
street sports, and they will engage in the same 
quest: justice.

tom’s older brother, Lip, will give them the 
opportunity to fight for it. Appalled by the cynicism 
of his father, whose wealth grows at the expense 
of the poor, he decides to transform the 5/5 into 
a clan and progressively transforms them into Robin 
Hoods of the city.

soon the five teens are going make life difficult for 
all unscrupulous profiteers… without the slightest 
suspicion of the dangers that await them…

AN ESSENTIAL NOVEL THAT WILL ADRESS TO 
ALL THE TEENAGERS

puBLISHed 
OCTOBeR 12, 2017
286 p.
pARTIAL eNGLISH 
TRANSLATION 
AvAILABLe

 
yOUNG ADULT /  

NOVEL 

THE NEW SERIES 
By THE AUTHORS 
OF OkSA POLLOk 

aNNe Plichota aND ceNDriNe WolF  are the authors of 
the worldwide successful Oksa Pollock series. in this new fast-paced series 
they touch on themes that are dear to them: identity, tolerance, fraternity and 
relationships with others.
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SéBASTIEN DESTREMAU 

All alone in the Wold - 
124 days in Hell:  
The vendee Globe 
(Seul au monde – 124 jours dans 
l’enfer du Vendée Globe)

ThE STORY OF AN INCREDIBLE INTERIOR 
JOURNEY

“i am fifty two years old and i have five children 
and a boat that i travelled around the world in. to 
take part in the Vendée Globe adventure i had to give 
up everything, make a complete sacrifice and sell all 
my possessions.  now i don’t own anything, i have no 
career nor home to go back to. But i may well have 
seized the most precious thing of all: my liberty.

From the Atlantic to the south seas i didn’t overtake 
many people, but i pushed myself further every day, 
every night, every hour and nearly every minute. “He 
won’t get passed the equator…” declared the optimists. 
in fact i crossed it twice, in both directions. And 
also the cape of Good Hope, cape Leeuwin, and cape 
Horn, this legendary rock where so many sailors have 
been swallowed up along with their dreams. Mine 
survived.  i finally know what has become of the child 
that swore to breach injustice and to astonish his 
family. From up above i am sure my father, with whom 
things were so difficult in my younger years, was 
looking down on me. perhaps he was even surprised…”

Sébastien Destremau’s book is not the 
story of a race, it is the story of a 
life. Eighteenth and last to cross the 
finish line in Sables-d’Olonne on March 11 
2017, he who had never participated in a 
solo race has triumphed in a tremendous 
victory over himself.

puBLISHed 
JuNe 8, 2017
264 p.
pARTIAL eNGLISH 
TRANSLATION 
AvAILABLe

séBastieN Destremau 
52, five children and one boat: 
TechnoFirst-FaceOcean. no house, 
no car. Just memories. Memories 
of the 124 days spent alone at 
sea being tossed around by the 
waves. in his new book All Alone 
in the Word sébastien gives us an 

autobigraphy of a multi-faceted 
character. 

 
History / 

Biography
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« I ONLy HAD ONE FEAR – NOT 

REACHING THE END.  
IT WAS A VICTROy OVER MySELF. »

’
12 WEEkS 

ON THE 
NON-FICTION 
BESTSELLER 

LIST
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Philippe Maynial 
Madeleine pauliac – 
The Rebel
(Madeleine Pauliac – L’insoumise) 

ThE ExTRAORDINARY STORY OF DOCTOR 
MADELEINE pAULIAC, ThE hEROINE OF ANNE 
FONTAINE’S MOVIE ThE INNOCENTS/AGNUS DEI! 

Free and dedicated to the point of sacrifice. 
obeying nothing other than her outrage. profoundly 
rebellious. the story of Madeleine pauliac, doctor 
and lieutenant, is that of an extraordinary fighter.

in July 1945, a few weeks after the nazi defeat, she 
became the leader of the Blue squadron in Warsaw: 
eleven French women from the Red cross, just barely 
twenty years old who, tirelessly, day and night, 
repatriated the French wounded and rescued survivors 
from the concentration camps from Majdanek in poland 
to Dachau in Germany.

each day, along with her team, Madeleine pauliac 
faced the horrors, the despair and the violence of 
the Russian soldiers who had no qualms about raping 
polish nuns. several of whom became pregnant. in 
utmost secrecy, Madeleine pauliac helped them give 
birth. this dramatic story is told in Anne Fontaine’s 
film the innocents.

With the Blue squadron, Madeleine pauliac carried 
out over two hundred rescue missions in poland, and 
never hesitated to “kidnap” the wounded French from 
Russian hospitals.

Until the day in February 1946 when she perished in an 
auto-mobile accident on the icy roads near Warsaw. A 
shattered life… dedicated to the service of others.

puBLISHed 
FeBRuARy 16, 2017
286 p.

“ [..] far and away the best film of 2016 so far.” WAsHingTOn TiMEs

“A gripping psychological drama based on events more than half of a century old, 
it has inescapable contemporary echoes.” lA TiMEs

“A blistering film.” THE nEW YORK TiMEs
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MOVIE SOLD IN 
50 COUNTRIES, 
INCLUDING THE 

USA !

about the movie

 
HISTORICAL Biography 

PhiliPPe mayNial 
is Madeleine Pauliac’s nephew. 
He was director of international 
sales at gaumont for many 
years. He is the source for the 
film The innocents and offers us 
here the poignant portrayal of a 
forgotten heroine.
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Adult Titles
Amanda Filipacchi
•	 The	Unfortunate	Importance	of	

Beauty. Published in May 2015 

Agent Kasper & Luigi Carletti
•	 Supernotes. Published in May 2014

Antonia Hodgson
•	 The	Last	Confession	of	Thomas	

Hawkins. Published in May 2016
•	 The	Devil	and	the	Marshalsea. 

Published in May 2015

Rachel Joyce
•	 The	Unlikely	Pilgrimage	of	Harold	

Fry. Published in Sep. 2012
•	 Perfect.	 Published in Feb. 2014
•	 The	Love	Song	of	Miss	Queenie	

Hennessy Published in June 2015

Mitch Albom
•	 Have	a	Little	Faith.	 Published in Oct. 

2009
•	 For	One	More	Day.	 Published in Oct. 

2006
•	 The	Five	People	You	Meet	in	

Heaven.	  Published in May 2004

Elisabeth Kostova
•	 The	Historian.	 Published in March 

2006

Brad Meltzer
•	 The	Book	of	Fate.	 Published in 

January 2009

Shin Kyung-Sook
•	 Please,	Take	Care	of	Mom.	 

Published in March 2010

Rula Jebreal
•	 Miral. Published in May 2010

Katherine Howe
•	 The	Physick	Book	of	Deliverance	

Dane.	 Published in April 2010

Donald Mc Caig
•	 Rhett	Butler’s	People.	Published in 

Oct. 2007

Kathleen McGowan
•	 The	Expected	One.	Published in May 

2007
•	 The	Book	of	Love.	Published in June 

2009
•	 The	Poet	Prince.	Published in June 

2011

Allen & Sandra Parton
•	 Endal. Published in Dec. 2010

Greg Kincaid
•	 A	Dog	Named	Christmas.	Published 

in Nov. 2009

Kurt Cobain
•	 Journal.	Published in Nov. 2002

Mimi Alford
•	 Once	upon	a	Story.	Published in Feb. 

2012

Rebecca James
•	 Beautiful	Malice.	Published in June 

2010
•	 Sweet	Damage.	Published in June 

2014

 
 
young Adult Titles
Shane Hegarty
•	 Darkmouth (4 volumes)	:

■■ V1. Published in May 2015
■■ V2. Published in October 2015

John Grisham
•	 Theodore	Boone	:

■■ Kid	Lawyer.	Published in Oct. 2010
■■ The	Abduction.	Published in Oct. 
2011

■■ The	Accused.	Published in Nov. 
2012

■■ The	Activist.	Published in Oct. 2013

Kathy Reichs
•	 Virals.	Published in Nov. 2010
•	 Seizure.	Published in Sept. 2011 
•	 Code. Published in April 2013
•	 Exposures.	Published in March 2015 
•	 Terminal.	Published in March 2016

Kerry Reichs
•	 Leaving	Unkown.	Published in March 

2012

Gayle Forman
•	 Sisters	in	Sanity.	Published in March 

2010
•	 If	I	Stay.	Published in April 2009
•	 Where	She	Went.	Published in Nov. 

2010

Markus Zusak
•	 The	Book	Thief.	Published in March 

2007

Audrey Niffenegger
•	 Her	Fearful	Symmetry.	Published 

in November 2009

acquisitions
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